Junxion engaged
nearly 300
stakeholders in the
development of a
new, far-reaching
strategic plan for
renowned Leadership
Learning Centre,
Hollyhock.

Case Study:
Hollyhock
Located on Cortes Island, off Canada’s west coast, and
nestled against the shoreline amid nearly 50 acres of
stunning rainforest, Hollyhock is a leadership learning centre
that exists to inspire, nourish and support people making the
world better.
The Business Challenge

Junxion’s facilitative style was easy going,
but still kept the process moving quickly.
The final plan is invaluable. It’s the best
strategic plan Hollyhock has ever had.”
Joel Solomon, Board Chair, Hollyhock

Looking Ahead: Supporting the
next generation of change makers.
Hollyhock’s Board of Directors
and senior staff were ready to
explore and envision its next 10 years, a period that must see
a global transition to new modes of leadership that embrace
perennial wisdom practices, emotional intelligence and
enlightened citizenship.

> View online

The final plan was approved by Hollyhock’s Board of
Directors, and is serving as a roadmap, ‘Toward 2020.’
Feedback has been highly encouraging, and the leadership
team is already using it as a guide for their activities.
How We Helped
A Strategic Planning Committee struck by the Board and
including Directors and the CEO engaged Junxion to guide
and facilitate a year-long process leading to the new strategic
plan. It was imperative we engage diverse stakeholders
throughout the project, including staff, management and the
Board of Directors; workshop, conference and other program
attendees; instructors and facilitators; local community
members, funders and partners in Hollyhock’s work.

HOLLYHOCK
STRATEGIC PLAN

Through interviews, roundtable discussions, online surveys,
and numerous workshops, we assembled a diverse range of
perspectives, ideas and priorities, into five key priority areas:
Programs & Learning, Outreach & Engagement, Stewardship
& Culture, Campus & Infrastructure, and Measurement &
Evaluation.

TOWARD 2020: LEADERSHIP
IN LIFELONG LEARNING
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The final plan was approved by Hollyhock’s Board of Directors
and is now being used as a guide to staff activities.
It’s a roadmap ‘Toward 2020’.

LOOKING
TOWARD 2020

Beginning in early 2015, Hollyhock engaged in
an extensive process of strategic planning,
looking ahead through the next decade.

We thank you, our remarkable community of
visionaries, thinkers, shapers, and change
makers, for your dedicated support, and inspiring
commitment to making the world better.

We look forward to tracking progress on this project in
the months and years ahead: Junxion’s Mike Rowlands
is a Director at Hollyhock.

We exist to inspire, nourish and support people
making the world better.
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Empower team and leadership development,
and the generational transfer of Hollyhock’s
stewardship culture.

Consider updating this role’s title to Executive
Director (from CEO), when the next transition in that
role occurs.
Develop and document a framework for our
employment practices, implementing organization
wide, transparent policies. Clear, open, and
consistent team engagement and oversight will be
included in this new framework.

2016 – 2020 KEY PRIORITIES:
Improve transfer of knowledge, history, contacts,
and skills across the organization, engaging past
and current staff, board members, ‘founders and
friends,’ and the extended community of program
leaders and participants.

As our Vancouver base grows, we will clarify how
the Cortes Campus and Vancouver locations report,
communicate, and divide responsibilities.

Establish a team development plan that is
collaborative, entrepreneurial, and responsive to
the changing needs of an expanding organization.
This will enable us to grow our programming and
fundraising capacity, and in turn to enhance our
ability to retain team members for the long term.
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Review and renew our approach to compensation,
drawing on the framework of ‘living wage’ levels
in each of our locations, in order that we provide a
fair wage for all staff members and contribute to a
strengthened local economy.
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Honour the public trust inherent in our charitable
status through excellence in policy and
administrative management, and documentation
of our multi-entity charitable, program, and social
enterprise structure.

Create a senior leadership team for collaborative
management of the organization, led by a board
appointed leader who is empowered by and
accountable to the board for the mission-aligned
fiscal and cultural success of the organization.

Hollyhock aims toward organizational stewardship,
evolving beyond industrial era approaches, with
transparent practices of authority, team empowerment,
continual knowledge exchange, and effective,
multigenerational participation in the broader culture
of the organization.

“ THE CONDITION OF THE WORLD AT
ANY TIME IS THE REFLECTION OF THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF HUMANITY. ”

KEY PRIORITY AREAS

Grow overall staffing for programming, marketing,
conferencing, and fundraising capacities,
establishing the conditions for our next era of
success.

STEWARDSHIP &
CULTURE

We empower lifelong learning with courses,
conferences, and community, to catalyze positive
social and cultural change. Skills development,
creativity, generosity, healing, and love will empower
wise leadership for long-term human and planetary
resilience.

The Land is the root of wellbeing and the great
facilitator in the challenging work of reconciliation and
healing. Hollyhock is one node in a global movement
toward a peaceful, unified, and celebratory emergence
of advanced human potential.
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THE NEXT THREE YEARS: 2016 – 2018 ACTIVITIES
• SENIOR EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM:
Define the structure of the next generation
executive management team, and develop and
hire for new positions.

• DEVELOP FORMAL KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
PLAN: Develop a systematic Hollyhock community
story gathering function, including a platform to
capture, store and make available the accumulated
wisdom and ripple effects from Hollyhock’s first
35 years. Include past and current staff, board
members, ‘founders and friends,’ and the extended
community of program leaders and participants in
this work.

• ANTICIPATE CEO AND BOARD CHAIR
TRANSITIONS: Closely monitor and review the
expected timeline, and embark on early planning
around the eventual replacement of the ‘founder
like’ married couple who currently hold the two key
organizational leadership positions—Joel Solomon,
Board Chair, and Dana Bass Solomon, CEO. Clarify
emergency back up function for both positions.
Develop senior staff and potential board leadership
prospects and assess the best transition plan for
succession.
• HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAM: Document,
communicate and implement refined, transparent
employee hiring, benefits, review, and operating
policies, with a named HR function leader.
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At time of writing, it’s only weeks since the strategic plan
was published, so it’s impossible to assess the project’s
success in hard terms. However, feedback has been
highly encouraging: “It’s the best plan we’ve ever had,”
and “Junxion’s facilitation was remarkable.”

OUR MISSION

Hollyhock is a Leadership Learning Centre.

Generational responsibility to the future requires
lifelong learning. Perennial wisdom practices,
emotional intelligence, and enlightened citizenship
are essential tools for 21st century leadership. An
architecture of meaning and purpose guides and
enables Hollyhock as an advocate for consciousness,
beauty and love, embodied in daily life.

We acknowledge the unwavering dedication and
hard work of our Founders, staff team, supporters,
and volunteer board of directors.

Measuring Success

OUR VISION
It’s a catalytic convergence point in a global community
supporting diverse and essential understandings of
the meaning and purpose of life. We foresee a just, fair,
inclusive future, where societal norms empower smart,
compassionate, collaborative, and resilient leadership
and decision-making.

Our new, five-year strategic plan draws on the
reflections of a large, diverse group of stakeholders
who were engaged in the process to inspire
our thinking and to define our next steps as an
organization. This plan was ratified by the
Hollyhock board of directors in May 2016.

